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Optical second-harmonic generation (SHG) is conditional transfer, the bulk values are attributable to the tensor sum of
upon the structure being non-centrosymmetric and conse- the individual molecular components (a, b and c) corrected
quently, the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique is of inter- for orientation and local field effects. The structure must be
est because it permits control at the molecular level. non-centrosymmetric for SHG and other even-order effects
However, the criteria for alignment at the air/water but, as the nonlinearity (b) is optimised when the molecule is
interface, i.e. a hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tail, dipolar, the natural antiparallel alignment must be constrained.
tend to impede the required packing arrangement within Donor–(p-bridge)–acceptor molecules tend to adopt a
the multilayer. Most show inversion symmetry with the centrosymmetric arrangement which causes the susceptibility
interfaces being alternately hydrophobic (tail-to-tail ) and to be cancelled in the bulk. This may be overcome in a number
hydrophilic (head-to-head). This has been overcome by of ways, for example, by utilising molecular chirality11 or byinterleaving the layers with inactive spacers and, in such

alignment in an applied electric field above the glass transitionfilms, the long-range structural order is controlled by
temperature.12 LB deposition is also recognised as an import-utilising compatible component molecules, interdigitating
ant technique for obtaining films with the required structurearrangements (‘molecular zips’) and interlayer hydrogen-
(Fig. 1). It permits amphiphilic molecules, those with a hydro-bonding. Furthermore, the employment of optically non-
philic head and a hydrophobic tail, to be aligned at thelinear chromophores with two hydrophobic end groups
air/water interface and allows the structure of the depositedeliminates the need for inactive spacers. The molecules
film to be controlled. Most adopt a centrosymmetric head-to-form stable non-centrosymmetric structures because,
head and tail-to-tail arrangement but a few, e.g. 2-docosyl-unlike above, the interfaces are invariably hydrophobic.
amino-5-nitropyridine (DCANP)13 and its derivatives,14–19In this review, the molecular requirements for LB depos-

ition are discussed together with the film-forming behav- display non-centrosymmetric herringbone arrangements and
iour and properties of a variety of optically nonlinear
materials.

1. Introduction
Organic materials are highly efficient frequency doublers of
the visible and near infrared regions of the spectrum and, in
general, have higher optical damage thresholds and larger
hyperpolarisabilities (b) than their inorganic counterparts.1
The molecules should be acentric because second-order effects
only occur in media which lack inversion symmetry but, as
recently shown,2,3 this is not a prerequisite as long as the
aggregate structure complies. However, large second-order
nonlinearities are usually associated with molecules which
possess an intramolecular charge transfer axis, i.e. donor–(p-
bridge)–acceptor materials, the properties being dependent
upon the length of the bridge,4,5 the planarity of the chromo-
phore6 and the nature of the substituent groups.7 The hyper-
polarisability is enhanced by increasing the conjugation length
and there is an optimum combination of donor and acceptor
strengths for any p-electron bridge.8 The requirements have
been discussed at length in several reviews1,9,10 and suitable
compounds are readily identifiable from their molecular
structures.

The optical nonlinearities of the bulk film or crystal relate
to the dependence of the induced polarisation (P) on the
higher orders of the electric field (E ) of the incident radiation
[eqn. (1)].

P=eo{x(1)E+x(2)E2+x(3)E3 ...} (1)
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of centrosymmetric (Y-type) and non-

The x(n) terms correspond to the first, second and third-order centrosymmetric (Z-type and X-type) LB film structures, the latter
susceptibilities and, in the absence of a significant inter- differing only in the orientation of the molecules with respect to

the substrate.molecular contribution, for example, resulting from charge
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are SHG-active. For most other compounds it is necessary to phobically (tail-to-tail ) at successive layer boundaries. This
may be overcome by utilising molecules with hydrophobic endalternate the optically active layers with inactive spacers but

few have exhibited the expected quadratic SHG dependence groups but it is important that they adopt an extended
conformation.28–34 The films are referred to as Z-type, evento thicknesses in excess of 100 bilayers.20–27 They include

interdigitating arrangements (‘molecular zips’),20,21 all-poly- though one of the hydrophobic groups is adjacent to the
substrate, in this case, the category referring to deposition onmeric films23,24 and examples where carboxylic groups on

adjacent layers hydrogen-bond and enforce long-range order.27 the upstroke and a non-centrosymmetric structure. In contrast,
for conventional materials, the terms X-type and Z-type areIn controlling the structure, as above, the optically nonlinear

chromophores are diluted by the inactive spacers and the SHG used to denote respectively the situations when the aliphatic
tail and hydrophilic head are adjacent to the substrate.is reduced to 25% of the optimum value if all layers were

SHG-active and appropriately aligned. However, the spacer
may be omitted and non-centrosymmetric alignment retained 3. Aggregation-induced SHG of centric molecules
if both ends of the chromophore are hydrophobic.28 This
invariably results in Z-type arrangements and recent studies Prior to the initial discovery of strong SHG from LB films of

symmetrically substituted squaraines (e.g. xeff(2)=250 pm V−1 athave resulted in a quadratic dependence of the second-har-
monic intensity to thicknesses suitable for waveguiding.28–34

Pitt and Walpita35 first established that LB multilayers could
be used as planar waveguides and, since then, there have been
several reports of guiding in SHG-active films36–46 including
LB overlays evanescently coupled to monomode47 and multi-
mode48 optical fibres. However, with the exception of
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DCANP,36–41 which has a non-centrosymmetric herringbone
structure, the majority of studies has concerned alternate-layer

1.064 mm for 1)2,3 it was widely assumed that the molecule, asLB structures.42–45 The results are promising but, for such
well as the bulk film, must be non-centrosymmetric. However,films, the second-order properties are attenuated by the inactive
extensive delocalisation causes the donor (anilino) and acceptorspacer layers. Thus, the quest for non-centrosymmetric films,
(C4O2) groups to be co-planar and, from X-ray crystallographicwhich exclude the spacers but which show the expected
analysis,52–54 the molecular dimensions of one half are symmetryquadratic SHG enhancement, is of considerable importance.
generated by the atomic co-ordinates of the other. The firstIn this article, LB film structures of optically nonlinear dyes
hyperpolarisability (b) is effectively zero and consequently, theand methods for controlling the molecular alignment are
second-order properties are inherent to the aggregate rather thanreviewed. As the molecules tend to adopt a Y-type arrange-
the molecule itself. The experimental data for dye 1 and otherment, which is usually centrosymmetric, it is necessary to
squaraine derivatives provide justification to dismiss interfacialmanipulate the molecular structure so as to favour the alterna-
effects as the cause of the unusual properties: (a) the SHG is tootive film types. Attempts to impose non-centrosymmetric
strong2,3 and comparable with the signal from conventionalarrangements ( X-type or Z-type) on conventional materials
donor–(p-bridge)–acceptor materials; (b) the optical nonlin-usually result in the molecules inverting to a Y-type configur-
earity is maintained when the chromophore layer is separatedation during, or shortly after, deposition. Thus, to overcome
from the glass substrate by a hydrophobic buffer55 but is sup-the problem, it is necessary for opposing ends of the molecules
pressed when the films undergo transitions to an H-aggregateto be compatible when adjacent in the multilayer film.28
phase;56 and (c) SHG has been observed from a free-standingAlternatively, if the terminal group of the chromophore is
solid solution of dye 1 in poly(vinyl acetate).57 This clearlycharged, Coulomb repulsion may be utilised to suppress a
demonstrates that the properties are not an artefact arising fromhead-to-head bilayer arrangement.49,50 In addition, as recently
the underlying substrate. Therefore, to satisfy the structuraldemonstrated, centrosymmetric molecules can give rise to
requirement for LB films and solid solutions, it may be assumedSHG even though their molecular hyperpolarisabilities (b) are
that the molecules of the smallest SHG-active unit, the dimer,effectively zero.2,3 This arises from the formation of acentric
adopt an acentric T motif with the donor of one directed towardsdimers, or higher molecular aggregates, and strong SHG may
the central acceptor of the other (Fig. 2).2,3 This concept hasresult if there is a significant intermolecular charge transfer
been verified by the theoretical analysis of Brédas and Brouyère58contribution to the bulk second-order susceptibility (x(2)).
and independently corroborated by Honeybourne.59 Their workThus, when designing the amphiphilic materials, it may be
provides a theoretical basis for the second-order activity ofrelevant to sterically hinder any opposing charge transfer

interactions at the layer interfaces.

2. LB Deposition
A variety of trough designs is commercially available but the
most suitable, for fabricating non-centrosymmetric structures,
comprises two compartments separated by a fixed surface
barrier on which the substrate carrier and dipper mechanism
are situated.51 The optically nonlinear dyes are spread from
an immiscible solvent (e.g. CHCl3) onto the pure water
subphase of the trough. Then, after evaporation of the solvent,
the surface layer is compressed to give a floating monolayer
(Langmuir film). Deposition occurs when a substrate is passed
through the compressed film and, for optimum ordering of
the optically nonlinear chromophores, it is preferable to
deposit the SHG-active film on the upstroke and, for alternate-
layer structures, the interleaving spacer on the subsequent
downstroke. Without the spacer, single-legged materials tend Fig. 2 Simulated arrangement of 2,4-bis[4-(N-methyl-N-hexylamino)-
to form centrosymmetric Y-type structures in which the mol- phenyl ]squaraine molecules in an SHG-active dimeric aggregate

(Diagram courtesy of J.-L. Brédas and E. Brouyère).ecular layers pack hydrophilically (head-to-head) and hydro-
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lations which utilise the SHG data (e.g. b from x(2)) may be
inappropriate. Intermolecular interactions are also particularly
relevant to the design of materials for use in interleaved LB
structures where interlayer charge transfer (Fig. 4a) may be
exploited to improve long-range structural order as well as the
nonlinear optical behaviour. But there are few examples.
Bjørnholm et al.66 have reported SHG from the interface
between LB layers of 7-(N-octadecylaminomethyl )-8,16-
dioxadibenzo[ f,j ]perylene (an amphiphilic donor) and 2-octa-
decylthio-1,4-benzoquinone (an amphiphilic acceptor). The
intensity increases quadratically with the number of bilayers
but degrades by ca. 25% within 15 days. In addition, Neal
et al.67 have observed an intermolecular contribution to the
susceptibility from the interface between two optically non-
linear dyes, an amphiphilic hemicyanine and 4-heptadecyl-
amido-4∞-nitrostilbene. The SHG is improved when the layers

Fig. 3 2,4-Bis[4-(N-methyl-N-hexylamino)phenyl ]squaraine: electros- pack head-to-head, but not when they pack tail-to-tail, thepray ionisation mass spectrum depicting the fragmentation pattern of
susceptibility of the head-to-head bilayer being ca. 3 times thethe dimeric aggregate (m/z=923 [2M+2H]+).
sum of the nonlinearities of the individual component layers.
The response is serendipitous. In interleaved films of comp-
lementary molecules, i.e. where the hydrophobic tails arecentric molecules and demonstrates that large second-order

coefficients can arise from charge-transfer aggregates. attached to the donor (e.g. C
n
H2n+1-D–p–A) and acceptor

(e.g. D–p–A-C
n
H2n+1), the molecular (D�A) and interlayerSquaraines readily associate, even in dilute solution, and exist

as monomers in aqueous solutions of b-cyclodextrin and as (A÷D) dipoles are opposed (Fig. 4b):
dimers in the larger cavity of the c-form.60 When not restricted C

n
H2n+1-D–p–A , D–p–A-C

n
H2n+1in this manner, the association number is compound specific and

varies from two to seven. The larger aggregates result from When the chromophores are more closely matched,68 as in the
interleaved hemicyanine films of 2 and 2∞ (C

n
H2n+1=octadecyl;hydroxy-substituted derivatives with sterically unhindered

dialkylamino groups.61 However, most form dimeric aggre-
gates62–64 and their electrospray ionisation mass spectra exhibit
peaks with high mass/charge values which conform to
m/z¬[2M+nH]+ (Fig. 3). The assumption of z=1 is not neces-
sarily appropriate but the uncertainty has been erased by the
simultaneous analysis of two different analogues.64 The mass
spectra exhibit the expected aggregate peaks of the separate
components and, in addition, a single heteromolecular peak
conforming to [M+M∞+nH]+. Satellite peaks would be
expected for higher molecular ratios if z were greater than 1.
The aggregates persist in solid solution and, as expected from
theory, the second-harmonic intensity from films of 1 increases
quadratically with the concentration of dye. However, the SHG
is extinguished when electron acceptors are incorporated into
the film and this is explained by the fact that competing hetero-
molecular interactions suppress self association.57

The association number and nonlinear optical properties illus-
trate a simple structure–property relationship. Dyes that form
higher aggregates show no discernible SHG when cast as solid
solutions61 and their arrested crystallites exhibit a blue-shifted
absorption maximum. Solid solutions of dyes which form
dimeric aggregates tend to be SHG-active and the absorption
band of the crystallites is red-shifted relative to the solution
spectrum.3. The aggregate structure is modified in the LB film
but, as a simple indicator, SHG-activity is usually associated
with a broad absorption maximum or intense shoulder at
650–730 nm. The dyes are polymorphic and alternative LB
phases, albeit SHG-inactive, have sharp absorption bands at ca.
520–530 nm (H-aggregate) and ca. 750–770 nm (J-aggregate).
The former has been assigned to a face-to-face arrangement of
chromophores and the latter to a parallel array, with equivalent
donor/acceptor overlaps at opposite ends of adjacent mol-
ecules.65 However, many films exhibit phase coexistence and
SHG occurs if there is a band or significant shoulder at ca.
650 nm.

4. Interlayer charge transfer Fig. 4 Schematic representation of alternate-layer films: (a) amphi-
philic donors and acceptors; (b) complementary molecules with theThe effect of intermolecular interactions on the second-order tail attached to the donor (C2n+1-D–p–A) and acceptor (D–p–A-

properties has been mainly overlooked but clearly they have C
n
H2n+1) in adjacent layers; (c) an optically nonlinear dye and passive

a profound effect. This applies not only to squaraines dyes spacer. Red, black and green represent the electron donor, p-electron
bridge and electron acceptor respectively.but also to conventional materials where, for example, calcu-
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X−=iodide), the SHG has been found to increase quad- However, the SHG from alternate-layer films of the former,
polymer 3 and reverse polymer 3∞, is constant to only 47 °Cratically with thickness but the normalised intensity, I2v(N)/N2,

where N is the number of bilayers, is reduced compared with and decreases to 35% of the original value when the sample is
heated to 68 °C. Another interesting example is the accordionthe SHG from monolayer films of the individual components:

dye 2, x
zzz
(2)=90 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm for l=2.9 nm and Q=

41°; dye 2∞, x
zzz
(2)=145 pm V−1 , l=2.5 nm and Q=26°, where

l and Q are the layer thickness and chromophore tilt angle,
relative to the substrate normal, respectively. The susceptibility
of the interleaved film, x

zzz
(2)=20 pm V−1 , is modest and

significantly higher values have been realised by interleaving
the active layers with passive spacers (section 5b).

5. Alternate-layer films
5a. Active–active

As the majority of amphiphilic dyes form centrosymmetric Y-
type structures in which the interfaces are alternately hydro-
philic (head-to-head) and hydrophobic (tail-to-tail ), it is neces-
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sary to interleave the SHG-active layers to facilitate an
polymer (5) and its complementary analogue (5∞) for whichappropriate alignment of the molecular dipoles. This is more
Lindsay et al.76 note that the bridging groups can be func-readily achieved using passive spacers but may also be carried
tionalised to introduce hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity orout using a complementary dye, in this case, with the chromo-
hydrogen-bonding. Alternate-layer structures were depositedphore hydrophobically substituted at the opposite end (e.g.
with transfer ratios of 0.5–0.7 for 5 (R, hexadecyl ) on thesee 2 and 2∞). However, for the susceptibility of the multilayer
downstroke and 0.9–1.5 for 5∞ (R∞, dodecyl ) on the upstroke,to equal the sum of the nonlinearities of the two types of
and the incomplete transfer of 5 may be representative ofcomponent layer, modified by thickness, it is necessary to limit
interdigitating alkyl groups in the adjacent layers.76 The filmsopposing donor–acceptor interactions across the interface.
exhibit quadratic SHG enhancement to more than 92 bilayersThere are few examples67–76 and, of these, some show a
with a second-order susceptibility, d33, of 4 pm V−1 atsubquadratic SHG dependence with film thickness69–71 or, if
1.064 mm (b=6×10−39 m4 V−1) and a mean thickness of ca.quadratic, have been investigated to only a few bilayers.72–74
3.2 nm bilayer−1. A Mach–Zender modulator with an electro-Interestingly, Roberts et al.73 have obtained alternating active
optic coefficient, r33 , of 1.1 pm V−1 at 890 nm has also beenlayers by the pairwise deposition of two semi-ionomeric poly-
fabricated76 but unfortunately, the films are unstable with themers, a polycation and a polyanion. In all other cases, the
second-harmonic intensity decreasing to 10% of the originalindividual layers are deposited separately.
value after ca. 2 months at ambient temperature.Unlike the examples reported in section 4, Motschmann

The overall picture of interleaved structures, in which both
component layers are SHG-active, suggests that it is difficult
to control the film stability74,76 and long-range structural
order.69–71 Few films have been studied to thicknesses of more
than 10 bilayers75,76 and it may be premature to draw firm
conclusions from these limited results. Nonetheless, more
interesting data have been obtained from alternate-layer struc-
tures in which the second component is passive and, in
addition, long-term stability has been reported for Z-type
structures of specifically designed materials.

5b. Active–passive

In designing a passive spacer to interleave with the optically
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nonlinear layers it is necessary to consider the compatibility
and deposition characteristics of the components (Fig. 4c). A
higher transfer ratio is usually obtained on the upstroke and
thus, it is logical to deposit the dye in this direction and the
spacer on the subsequent downstroke. It is important to utilise
materials that show favourable X-type deposition and, further-
more, which induce long-range order within the multilayer
film. This may be achieved by hydrogen-bonding the layers or
by interdigitating the hydrophobic tails to retain structural
integrity to thicknesses suitable for waveguiding. In addition,
for improved behaviour, it is necessary to optimise the molecu-
lar characteristics because, as frequently found, minor differ-
ences can dramatically affect the deposition, film structure and
second-order properties. For example, the hemicyanine dye,
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(E)-4-[2-(4-dimethylaminophenyl )ethenyl ]-N-alkylpyridinium
halide (e.g. 2 or 6), shows improved deposition characteristicset al.74 for dyes 3 and 3∞ and Wijekoon et al.75 for 4 and 4∞

have demonstrated that the bilayer susceptibility is equal to when the hydrophobic tail is octadecyl77 rather than the
extensively studied docosyl78–82 and when the counterion isthe thickness-modified sum of the individual nonlinearities

(x
N
(2)+x

R
(2)) of the normal and reverse polymers. This suggests iodide77–79 rather than bromide.80–82 Furthermore, the mono-

layer susceptibility of 6 (x
zzz
(2)=90 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm) isthat interlayer chromophore interaction is sterically hindered

by the polymer backbone in the head-to-head configuration. enhanced to ca. 500 pm V−1 when iodide is replaced by
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bilayers. However, Hodge et al.23 have reported a quadratic
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dependence to 150 bilayers for dye 8 and the polymeric spacer
S3 and, furthermore, the films have been used to demonstrate
an electro-optic Fabry–Pérot modulator.91 A similar depen-
dence was observed to 300 bilayers with poly(N-docosyl-4-
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vinylpyridinium bromide) as spacer but low effective suscepti-
bilities for this (12 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm) and the previous

octadecylsulfate.77 This probably relates to improved align- combination (7 pm V−1) suggest an unfavourable alignment
ment when both the cation and anion are amphiphilic, differ- of chromophores. In addition, the hemicyanine dyes absorb
ences in the location of the negative charge relative to the at the harmonic wavelength with, for example, A=0.003
positively charged acceptor, and modified local field effects. layer−1 at 532 nm for dyes 2 and 2∞. Thus, combined with the
However, the high second-order susceptibility has not been problems of alignment and the general lack of long-range
obtained for multilayer films.22 order within the multilayer, they are not particularly useful as

The first successful attempt20 to realise quadratic SHG second-order materials.
enhancement from an alternate-layer structure of a hemi- While retaining the basic molecular structure, the required
cyanine dye involved 6 and the two-legged spacer, S1. The transparency may be realised by finely tuning the donor/
second-harmonic intensity exhibited the expected dependence acceptor combination or by sterically hindering the p-electron
to 150 bilayers with a susceptibility of x

zzz
(2)=50–70 pm V−1 bridge, thereby causing out of plane rotations of the compo-

at 1.064 mm, a chromophore tilt angle of 40° and a thickness
of 4.7 nm bilayer−1 . The spacer was specifically designed to
interlock the layers, the cross-section of the hollow between
the two legs being taken into account to accept the hydro-
phobic tail of the optically nonlinear hemicyanine (i.e. a
‘molecular zip’). Interdigitation is tentatively suggested from
the X-ray diffraction data, a d-spacing of 4.7 nm being consist-
ent with an interlocking arrangement,20 but molecular tilt
could also account for the reduced thickness. However, evi-
dence of interdigitation has been obtained for alternate-layer
films of the wide-bodied dye (7) and its spacer (S2). They
have compatible interlocking geometries and analysis of the
films, using surface plasmon resonance (SPR), has yielded
thicknesses of 3.18 nm for the dye and 4.29 nm for the bilayer
with a tail-to-tail arrangement (cf. 4.2±0.1 nm from grazing
incidence X-ray synchrotron diffraction).83 The thickness is nent groups. This has been achieved for 9, the LB absorption
significantly less than the combined molecular lengths and, in

maxima of the diethylamino to dibutylamino analogues beingthis case, the diminished depth of the spacer layer, 1.1 nm by
shifted from 415–435 nm for the pure dye to 440–450 nmsubtraction, cannot be rationalised by tilt. Thus, it is assumed
when co-deposited in a 151 ratio with octadecanoic acid

that the exposed hydrophobic surface of the dye layer has the (ODA).34,92 The films exhibit strong SHG and, from its
appearance of sea grass and that, during deposition, the polarisation dependence, the chromophore tilt angle relative
hydrophobic tails of the spacers interdigitate.

to the normal, i.e. Q=30±1°, is constant for dye5ODA ratiosDavis et al.84 have reported an interdigitating Y-type struc-
of 150 to 155. The second-harmonic intensity is dependentture for poly(N-alkyl-4-vinylpyridinium halide) salts and Ma
upon the composition with an optimum susceptibility, e.g.

et al.21 have assumed a similar packing arrangement for
x
zzz
(2)=145 pm V−1 for monolayer films of the diethylamino

alternate-layer films of a hemicyanine dye interleaved with the analogue, arising for the 151 mixture (Fig. 5). Assuming that
two-legged spacer, 1,10-bistearyl-4,6,13,15-tetraene-18-nitro- the hyperpolarisability is dominated by a single component
gencrown-6, the second-harmonic intensity showing a quad-

along the molecular charge transfer axis and that Kleinmanratic dependence to 116 bilayers21 compared with 30 layers,
symmetry applies, the relation between the bulk (x(2)) andby the same group, when eicosanoic acid is used as the
molecular (b) nonlinearities is given in eqn. (2) and (3).

interleaving component.85 The latter has a low susceptibility
of x

zzz
(2)=16–18 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm (cf. 50–70 pm V−1 for x

zzz
(2)=Nf 2v( f v)2b cos3Q (2)

6 and S1)20 but has been enhanced to 50 pm V−1 when poled
x
zxx

(2)=cNf 2v( f v)2b cosQ sin2Q (3)with an electric field of 1.3 MV m−1. This suggests that the
dipoles are aligned by the electric field and that the initially N is the number of molecules per unit volume, f v and f 2v are

local field correction factors at v (1.064 mm) and 2v (532 nm)deposited films are structurally disordered.
There have been several related studies on alternate-layer respectively, and f=(n2+2)/3 where n is the refractive index.

The apparent variation of the hyperpolarisability is attributedstructures of hemicyanine dyes, both monomeric86–88 and
polymeric,24,89,90 but most have failed to show the theoretically to changes in the local field effects upon dilution with octadeca-

noic acid (Fig. 5). It is limited when the surface density isexpected SHG enhancement to thicknesses of more than a few
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Another interesting example from this group, dye 10 inter-
leaved with poly(tert-butyl methacrylate), shows quadratic
SHG enhancement to 100 bilayers and the normalised inten-
sity, I

2v(N)/N2, where N is the number of bilayers, obtained
for the thick LB structures is identical with the monolayer
signal.94 The interleaved films have a susceptibility of x

zzz
(2)=

100 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm but, in this case, the extended
conjugation causes the absorption band to be red-shifted, with
respect to 9, the absorbance at 532 nm being 0.0015 bilayer−1 .

Fig. 5 Variation of the second-order susceptibility (x
zzz
(2)) and molecu-

lar hyperpolarisability (b) of the diethylamino analogue of dye 9 with
the number of molecules of octadecanoic acid associated with the
optically nonlinear dye in mixed monolayer films.
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The related coumarin dyes, 11 and 12, also exhibit quadratichigh but saturates to a constant value of ca. 1.4×10−37 m4
SHG enhancement95 when interleaved by N-docosylquinolin-V−1 (330×10−30 esu) for diluted films of the diethylamino
4-ium bromide (S2); they have high effective susceptibilitiesanalogue, the behaviour being consistent with the results of
of 150 and 340 pm V−1 respectively, but the values areHayden81 and McGilp et al.93 for related systems.
resonantly enhanced. Interestingly, as described above for theDye 9 readily forms non-centrosymmetric LB film structures
related wide-bodied materials,83 there is tentative evidencewhen interleaved with poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (S4) and
from SPR studies to suggest that the alkyl tails of the dyequadratic SHG enhancement, to more than 100 bilayers, has
(12) and spacer (S2) interdigitate at the hydrophobicbeen realised for each of the dimethylamino to dibutylamino
interface.95analogues (e.g., see Fig. 6).92 They are transparent at the

Among other examples of interleaved films, the SHG-activefundamental wavelength but have a slight absorbance of
layers include azobenzenes,96–98 merocyanine dyes,99 substi-3–5 × 10−4 bilayer−1 at 532 nm, the values corresponding to
tuted phthalocyanines,100 organometallic101 and polymeric102a transmittance of 89 to 93% for 100 bilayers compared with
derivatives. Most show a deviation from the expected square92% for 40 bilayers of DCANP.37a Alternate-layer mixed films
law dependence for thicknesses less than a few layers and theof the diethylamino analogue and octadecanoic acid (151 mole
normalised intensity, I

2v(N)/N2 , is significantly less than theratio), interleaved with poly(tert-butyl methacrylate), have an
monolayer signal. In spite of this, Era et al.27 have reportedoptimum susceptibility of x

zzz
(2)=67 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm for

excellent film-forming characteristics for an alternate-layer filml=4.08 nm bilayer−1, Q=37°, n
v
=1.495 and n

2v
=1.581

of a substituted phenylpyrazine (13) interleaved with eicos-respectively. The value is higher than previously obtained for
conventional hemicyanine derivatives, even though the
absorbance is significantly less, and is enhanced by the nearby
charge-transfer band. The efficiency/transparency trade-off is
optimised.

C19H39 C

OH

O

N

N

OC12H25

O

HO

S5 13

anoic acid (S5). It has a susceptibility of 7 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm
for a 200 bilayer film, the value being adjusted from that
quoted in the original paper using a more recent susceptibil-
ity103 for the reference material. Few films have shown quad-
ratic SHG enhancement to such thicknesses and it may be
assumed that long-range order is maintained via interlayer
hydrogen-bonding when the dye and spacer pack in a head-
to-head arrangement.

A similar dependence has been reported for films of a
nitrophenylhydrazone (14)44 and a substituted stilbene {dye
15: R, -(CH2)

n
OC(O)C(CH3)LCH2},26 both interleaved with

trimethylsilylcellulose (S6), the second-order susceptibilities
being 19 and 7 pm V−1 respectively at 1.064 mm. An optical
attenuation of 3.5 dB cm−1 at 632.8 nm has been obtained for
alternate-layer films of 14 but, at lower wavelengths, the films
have an absorbance of ca. 7×10−4 layer−1 at 532 nm.
However, with the fundamental propagating in the film and
the second-harmonic radiating into the substrate, Hickel
et al.44 have observed Cerenkov-type frequency doubling in
an LB waveguide using prism coupling. When normalised toFig. 6 Typical variation of the square root of the second-harmonic
1 W of fundamental power and a 1 cm interaction length, aintensity with the number of bilayers of dye 9 and poly(tert-butyl

methacrylate). conversion efficiency of 10−8 W−1 cm−1 was obtained.
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Fig. 7 Schematic alignment of DCANP in the LB monolayer: the
molecular dipoles are aligned parallel to the substrate and the align-
ment is retained in all subsequent layers. The molecules adopt a Y-
type herringbone arrangement in the thickness direction.

bonding both within and between layers when the packing is
head-to-head. DCANP films are pale yellow (lmax=374 nm)
and effectively transparent above 500 nm.

The second-harmonic intensity increases quadratically with

O

(CH3)3SiO
OSi(CH3)3
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N NH NO2

H

C18H37O

H

C18H37O
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H

15

xS6

14

the number of DCANP bilayers. A peak conversion efficiency
of 2×10−7 was obtained in transmission for a 270 bilayer film

Similarly, using a Cerenkov configuration and end-fire coup- (1.2 mm thick), the fundamental intensity and wavelength
ling, Penner et al.43 have demonstrated blue (430 nm) and being 220 MW cm−2 and 1.064 mm respectively.13 Nonlinear
green (532 nm) phase-matched SHG in absorbing waveguide susceptibilities of d33=7.8±1.0 pm V−1 and d31=2.0±0.5 pm
structures of a polymeric azobenzene derivative (3) interleaved V−1 at 1.064 mm and a guided wave attenuation coefficient of
with poly(tert-butyl methacrylate). An optical attenuation of 12 dB cm−1 at 632.8 nm have been reported.36 The films have
1 dB cm−1 was obtained at 632.8 nm. been extensively studied as SHG-active waveguides using

As the final example in this section, and probably the most Cerenkov-type,37,41 mode conversion,38,39 and inverted suscep-
significant, efficient phase-matched blue light generation in a tibility configurations.40,41
low loss LB waveguide42 has been achieved by precisely Transparency is not a prerequisite of the Cerenkov-type
controlling the thickness and modulating the direction of the frequency doubling because the second-harmonic radiation
nonlinear susceptibility. For an alternate-layer LB film of dye propagates in the substrate and not the film. The efficiency is
4 and poly(tert-butyl methacrylate), comprising two thick proportional to the propagation length whereas for mode
adjacent structures with the chromophores aligned in an conversion, i.e. a guided fundamental into a guided second-
opposite sense, i.e. with their susceptibilities inverted, Penner harmonic, the efficiency is proportional to the square of the
et al.42a have reported significant improvement of the overlap length. Thus, Cerenkov-type SHG is only more effective when
integral. This yields a normalised conversion efficiency of 150% the susceptibility is resonantly enhanced. Bosshard et al.37
W−1 cm−2 for 819 nm radiation whereas, in films without have reported a conversion efficiency for DCANP of 4×10−4%
structural inversion, the second-harmonic intensity is reduced W−1 cm−1 for l=820 nm (d33=27 pm V−1) and 1.4×10−7%
by a factor of 103 . An optical attenuation of 1.5–2.0 dB cm−1 W−1 cm−1 for l=1.064 mm (d33=7.8 pm V−1). At the higher
at 457.9 nm and a susceptibility of x

zzz
(2)=10 pm V−1 at wavelength, Fujiwara et al.41 have reported a 20 to 30 improve-

860 nm have been reported. ment in the Cerenkov phase matched second-harmonic inten-
sity by utilising an inverted susceptibility in the thickness
direction. Furthermore, Küpfer et al.40 have obtained a conver-6. Y-Type herringbone arrangements
sion efficiency of 1% W−1 cm−2 by mode conversion in a x(2)-

Most Y-type arrangements are centrosymmetric but, in a few inverted LB film structure of DCANP.
cases, as represented by 16 to 18, the layers adopt a herringbone

7. X-Type films
As deposition is usually better on the up-stroke and, further-
more, because LB layers tend to adopt a centrosymmetric Y-
type arrangement, the occurrence of X-type film structures for
SHG is rare. However, using the Langmuir–Schaefer tech-
nique, a horizontal rather than a vertical deposition method,
Lando and co-workers46 have obtained X-type deposition of

N

O2N N

H

C22H45

O2N N

H

C22H45

O2N N

H

C22H45

17
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16

arrangement in which the molecular dipoles are aligned in a
plane parallel to the substrate (Fig. 7).13–19 LB films of the
octadecyl (C18H37) to hexacosyl (C26H53) derivatives of dye
16 have bilayer thicknesses of 3.77 to 4.98 nm, from X-ray
diffraction, the thickness increasing by ca. 0.15 nm per methyl-
ene unit.15 The most extensively studied member of the group,

OCH2OCH2CH2OCH3O(CH2)11

NO2O

Si
O

O

Si

CH3

CH3 (CH2)11

x

19
y

2-docosylamino-5-nitropyridine (DCANP),13 has a d-spacing
of 4.42±0.03 nm and tilt angles, relative to the substrate, of a polysiloxane co-polymer (19). They reported propagation

losses of 2.3 dB cm−1 at 800 nm, a thickness of 3.5 nm layer−137±3° for the alkyl tail and 20±8° for the molecular charge
transfer axis.13,15 Non-centrosymmetric alignment of the mol- from X-ray diffraction, and a first hyperpolarisability of

4×10−40 m4 V−1. The second-harmonic intensity shows aecular dipoles, in this case, is probably induced by hydrogen-
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subquadratic dependence to 10 layers with a normalised inten-
sity, I

2v(10)/N2, equivalent to 12% of the monolayer signal.
The intensity continues to increase to 135 layers but with
I
2v(135)/I2v(1)#600 rather than 1.82×104, expected from the

square law dependence, the data being obtained from diagrams
within the publication. The decay suggests that the film
structure is disordered.

Similarly, Aktsipetrov et al.104 have used the Langmuir–
Schaefer technique to deposit X-type films of C60-indopane
derivatives and, as above, the SHG enhancement is subquad-
ratic. However, X-type LB films of a syndioregic polymer,
deposited on the downstroke by vertical rather than horizontal
deposition, have exhibited quadratic enhancement to ten

N

CN

CNCnH2n+1

H

NC

O

O

C17H35

N

+
_

_+

21

22
layers.105

X-ray diffraction.120 The decyl analogue, albeit shorter, has a
thickness of 3.5 nm, from neutron reflection studies on the

8. Z-Type films floating monolayer, and 3.4 nm layer−1 from SPR studies on
the deposited LB film.49b The thickness is greater than the8a. Conventional materials
molecular length. Thus, the dipolar molecules probably adopt

There have been several claims of Z-type structures but, in an antiparallel arrangement within the layer with the decyl
many instances, there is confusion between the deposition tails pointing in opposite directions. This is supported by the
process and the film type. When deposited only on the fact that the monolayer films exhibit greatly diminished SHG,
upstroke, most materials tend to realign in a head-to-head compared with the signal from hexadecyl analogue, and sug-
and tail-to-tail configuration and it is necessary to control the gests a tendency towards a centric packing arrangement.49b
molecular characteristics to stabilise a non-centrosymmetric
arrangement. The majority of Z-type films have been studied
to less than ca. 20 layers. The second-harmonic intensity shows 8b. Unconventional two-legged dyes
a subquadratic SHG dependence relative to the monolayer

Ideal molecules, such as fatty acids and their salts, spon-signal106,107 and with increasing thickness.108–114 This is indica-
taneously organise as monolayers when brought into contacttive of the difficulty in controlling the structural integrity of
with the water surface and the generally accepted views of thethicker films but, nonetheless, a few examples exhibit the
molecular requirements for LB deposition are based on simpleexpected behaviour. Aktsipetrov et al.115 have reported quad-
amphiphilic materials.121–123 It is appropriate that the mol-ratic SHG enhancement to 5 layers for an amphiphilic azo-
ecules should comprise a hydrophilic group (the head) andbenzene dye and Watakabe et al.,116 to 20 layers, for a
one or more hydrophobic groups (the tail ) but it is a fallacy
that the materials only align with their head groups adjacent
to the water surface. Two-legged molecules of general formula:

C
n
H
2n+1-(D–p–A)-C

m
H
2m+1

frequently adopt a stretched conformation,28–32 albeit in the
high-pressure regime of the isotherm, and align with a hydro-

S

O

O

NH2

CH3O

H

H

H

H20

phobic group, presumably the shorter of the two, adjacent to
p-conjugated oligo(phenylenevinylene)sulfonamide (20). The the subphase. This is corroborated by grazing incidence X-ray
latter is unusual in so far as the hydrophobic p-bridge is synchrotron diffraction studies on floating monolayers, the
sufficient to ensure alignment at the air/water interface, its areas (e.g. 0.24 nm2 for 24; m=22 and n=18) being consistent
multilayer films having a susceptibility of 9 pm V−1 at with the molecular cross-sections and the data from the
1.064 mm, the value being adjusted using a more recent suscep- pressure-area isotherms.29b,30 Furthermore, allowing for tilt,
tibility103 for the reference material used. Cheong et al.117 have the premise is supported by close agreement between the layer
obtained a quadratic dependence to 40 layers, with x

zzz
(2)= thickness and molecular length30–32 and by the fact that the

46.8 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm, for a polyamic acid with optically SHG polarisation dependence demonstrates the chromophores
nonlinear 4-nitroazobenzene units. Furthermore, Teerenstra tend to be inclined towards the vertical.31,32 This conflicts with
et al.118 have reported corresponding susceptibilities of 3 to the popular belief of a U conformation whereby the chromo-
11 pm V−1 for 100 layer thick films of poly(isocyanide)s with phore would be expected to align parallel to the subphase or
2-nitro-4∞-dialkylaminoazobenzene side chains, but have not substrate. Therefore, at the air/water interface, it may be
shown the variation with the number of deposited layers. assumed that repulsion between the aqueous and hydrophobic

To control the structure it is necessary to introduce features layers is counteracted by improved van der Waals interactions
that favour a Z-type arrangement. This may be achieved by between more closely packed hydrophobic chains and that the
using zwitterionic dyes, charged in the terminal position, there alignment is complicated by other factors such as the energeti-
being sufficient coulombic repulsion to enforce non-centro- cally favourable conformation of the molecule.
symmetric alignment when the layers attempt to pack head- The normalised second-harmonic intensity from films
to-head. Dyes 21 and 22 show a quadratic increase of the deposited from the upper regions of the isotherms is dependent
second-harmonic intensity with the number of Z-type upon the relative lengths of the two alkyl groups. Optimum
layers49,50 and, furthermore, monolayer films of 21 have been values arise when (m−n)>6 for 23 and (m−n)>4 for 24 but,
used to demonstrate the concept of molecular rectification in both cases, the SHG is suppressed for m#n (Fig. 8). This
when sandwiched between metal electrodes.119,120 However, suggests that the dipoles align when the groups are sufficiently
there is a tendency to adopt an antiparallel arrangement within different but a random orientation, dipole up and dipole down,
the layer and films of the long and short tailed derivatives of occurs when the alkyl groups are similar. The results for 23,
21 have very different properties. For example, the hexadecyl i.e. similar intensities on either side of (m−n)=0, suggest that
analogue has a high susceptibility of 180 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm the molecular orientation may be controlled by altering the

relative lengths of the alkyl chains.124 Thus, it is feasible toand layer thicknesses of 2.2 nm from SPR49b and 2.3 nm from
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26 is substituted with alkyl groups of similar length (n=16,
m=18) the LB film structure is the molecular equivalent of a
zip fastener or Lego structure (Fig. 9).125 The layer thickness
and chromophore tilt angle are 2.5 nm and 38° respectively.
These may be compared with 4.3 nm and 37° when the two
alkyl groups are dissimilar, i.e. docosyl and dodecyl, the
combined number of methylene groups being 34 in each case.
It is important to conserve a high density of the active
component in the films, the chromophore depth being 40% of
the thickness in the interlocking arrangement compared with
23% in films of the isomeric analogue. However, the susceptibil-
ity is only 30 pm V−1 (cf. 35 pm V−1 for the non-interlocking
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films) because the chromophores are not optimally aligned.
The number of methylene groups in the two alkyl chains
should differ by at least four (see Fig. 8) whereas in this case
the difference is only two. Nonetheless, the ability to simul-
taneously interdigitate and partially align in a Z-type manner
is an important new development in the fabrication of non-
centrosymmetric film structures.
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For improved performance it is necessary to reduce the alkyl
chain lengths and this has been achieved using dyes 27 to 29.Fig. 8 Second-harmonic intensities from monolayer films of dye 23

(m=18; open circles) and 24 (m=22; filled circles) versus (m−n), the They form stable Z-type structures33,34 (Fig. 10) because the
difference in the number of carbons in the two alkyl chains. dibutylamino group is sufficiently hydrophobic and, for all

three derivatives, the SHG has remained constant for periods
in excess of four years. Dye 29 has a susceptibility of x

zzz
(2)=control the deposition to fabricate x(2)-inverted waveguide

26 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm [ref. 33(a)] but, when co-depositedstructures.
with octadecanoic acid, Z-type deposition is improved andThe above dyes form stable Z-type structures and the
altered local field effects cause the value to be enhanced.34 Thesecond-harmonic intensity increases quadratically with the
films are transparent at the fundamental wavelength and havenumber of layers.29 This is a common feature of chromophores

with hydrophobic end groups28–34 and, unlike conventional
single-legged dyes, results from the fact that the film surface
is invariably hydrophobic. Included among the other examples
are the quinolinium analogues, 25 and 26, which show
improved deposition characteristics and quadratic SHG
enhancement to in excess of 100 layers.31,32 The susceptibility,
chromophore tilt and film thickness of 25 are as follows:
x
zzz
(2)=26 pm V−1 at 1.064 mm, Q=30° and l=5.0 nm layer−1 .

For comparison, the length of the two-legged molecule is
5.6 nm if stretched and 3 nm if U-shaped. Thus, allowing for
a slight tilt, the layer thickness is clearly in agreement with
the former. The corresponding results for 26 (n=22, m=12),
co-deposited with octadecanoic acid, are x

zzz
(2)=35 pm V−1

at 1.064 nm, Q=37° and l=4.3 nm layer−1 , the Z-type films
having a band at 470 nm and an absorbance of 1.4×10−3
layer−1 at the harmonic wavelength. In contrast, for dye 25,
the maximum is blue-shifted to 410 nm and the absorbance at
532 nm, 3×10−4 layer−1 , is slight. Furthermore, the normal-
ised intensity, I

2v(N)/N2 , is comparable with the resonantly
enhanced signals obtained for the hemicyanine derivatives
(2)80–82 but the susceptibility is lessened because the two
hydrophobic chains increase the layer thickness. Fig. 9 Schematic representation of an interlocking Z-type arrangement

This may be overcome if the alkyl groups of adjacent layers of 26 (n=16, m=18), a wide-bodied chromophore with alkyl groups
at opposite ends.interlock. Thus, when the wide-bodied chromophore of dye
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Fig. 11 Variation of the square root of the second-harmonic intensity
with the number of Z-type layers of mixed films of dye 29 and
octadecanoic acid (151 mole ratio).

Fig. 10 Schematic representation of a Z-type structure with hydro- overlays on single mode optical fibre. Also, with thickness
phobic interfaces and the molecular structure of a representative dye. control to ca. ±3 nm for dyes 27 to 29, the overlay waveguide

characteristics can be defined such that phase matching occurs
at the pump wavelength.

A Cerenkov-type configuration, whereby light guided by the
fibre is evanescently coupled into the LB waveguide, is depicted
in Fig. 12. The second-harmonic, generated within the film,
radiates into the area surrounding the overlay and, for dye
27, is shown as a green streak in Fig. 13. An important feature
of this dye, as well as its analogues above, is that both X-type
and Z-type structures may be obtained by altering the direction
of deposition, i.e. downstroke and upstroke respectively. The
materials are ideal candidates for use in waveguide structures
with inversion of the susceptibility in the thickness direction
and, as demonstrated for DCANP,40,41 improved conversion
efficiencies should result. Furthermore, the fibre-optic device
may be preferable to conventional LB waveguides where
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a very slight absorbance of 5×10−4 layer−1 at 532 nm.
Nonetheless, they have a high susceptibility of 76 pm V−1 at
1.064 mm for Q=33° and l=3.2 nm layer−1 and, in addition,
exhibit quadratic SHG enhancement to thicknesses in excess
of 200 Z-type layers (Fig. 11).

Cerenkov-type SHG-active waveguides have been investi-
gated for dye 27 using fibre optic coupling.47 A modified Fig. 12 Schematic diagrams of (a) the fibre optic device and (b) the
deposition technique,126 which isolates the substrate from the Cerenkov configuration. The second-harmonic, generated in the LB

waveguide, radiates into the area surrounding the film and forfloating monolayer on the downstroke but allows transfer on
Cerenkov-type phase matching, the effective refractive index of thethe up-stroke, has permitted Z-type deposition on 1 mm diam-
guided fundamental wave in the LB film should be greater ( less) thaneter single mode optical fibre.47 In the only previous study,
the substrate’s index at v (2v).Selfridge et al.48 demonstrated SHG in LB overlays of a

hemicyanine (dye 2: C
n
H
2n+1=docosyl; X−=bromide)

deposited cylindrically about a thick (600 mm core diameter)
multimode fibre. Only a small proportion of the coupled pump
power was guided in propagating fibre modes phase matched
to the LB overlay and, therefore, a low conversion efficiency
was obtained. Furthermore, transfer ratios of ca. 90% on the
upstroke and less than 5% on the downstroke48 resulted in an
incomplete Y-type arrangement or disordered Z-type structure
and, thus, the hemicyanine film was not ideally suitable. In
contrast, the new materials28–34 in conjunction with a modified Fig. 13 Photograph of Cerenkov-type SHG (green streak) from a Z-

type LB overlay of dye 27 on 1 mm diameter monomode optical fibre.47deposition technique,126 readily provide non-centrosymmetric
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